
DYNEX Certi�ed Consumables

The innovative system solutions from DYNEX 
Technologies include more than just the instrument – 
the sample and reagent tips used are integral 
components of the optimized system. Only DYNEX 
Certi�ed Consumables are speci�cally designed 
and produced for DYNEX instruments, ensuring 
proper �t with superior accuracy, performance and 
continued warranty compliance. Don’t compromise 
on your system’s reliability - insist on DYNEX 
Certi�ed Consumables.

Product # Consumables Agility® DS2® DSX®

Deep-well strips (250/box) 

Mixing well strips, blue (125/box) 

Reagent tubes, 25 mL (24/pack) 

Reagent tips (490/pack) 

Sample tips (896/pack)

Control vials with caps (33/pack)

Bronze kit troughs (50/pack) 

Dilution strip holder + barcode 

Mixing well strip holder + barcode 

Bronze kit insert

Barcode labels 

Reagent tubes, 15 mL (10/pack) 

Reagent tips (432/box) 

Sample tips (432/box) 

Deep-well microplate, 1 mL 
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DYNEX’S certi�ed sample and reagent pipette tips are designed speci�cally for DYNEX systems and are classi�ed 
as accessories under the In-Vitro Diagnostic Directive 98/79/EC. In addition, DYNEX has developed proprietary 
validation and quality control protocols for its tips to guarantee the performance claim of its systems. 
Accordingly, DYNEX Certi�ed Pipette tips are an integral component of these systems.
   
Many third-party pipette tip vendors will promote the dispense accuracy and pipetting precision of their pipette 
tips when used with DYNEX DS2, DYNEX DSX or DYNEX Agility systems. In reality, the accuracy and 
precision are intrinsic to the high quality of the pipette module of the DYNEX Systems.
   
Use of unauthorized third-party tips can seriously a�ect a system’s performance and lead to work�ow disruption 
and inability to process your scheduled workload. The table below summarizes some of the issues reported by 
DYNEX customers when they have tried using third-party tips:

ONLY DYNEX Certi�ed Consumables are speci�cally 
designed and produced for DYNEX instruments, ensuring 
proper tip �t with superior accuracy and performance.

DYNEX is known for building robust systems built to last 
many years with frequent use, but regular maintenance 
and servicing are also essential to sustain peak performance. 
DYNEX o�ers several tiers of service contracts to help keep 
your Agility, DS2 and DSX running like new for years to 
come. Contact DYNEX or your authorized DYNEX distributor 
for more details or visit our website at:

http://www.dynextechnologies.com/dynex-distributors.php

DYNEX Certi�ed Consumables

Reported Error

System unable to pick up tips

Pipette cannot detect tip

Pipette dropping tips

Pipette not detecting tips

False level detect

Rami�cation

Work�ow disruption

Pipette will try to pick up a second tip

Aspiration or dispensing errors

Crashing into sample/reagent tip box and wash head

Controls of sample with invalid results increasing costs

Recovery Needed

User intervention to resolve error

User needs to reset consumables and restart the run

Perform arm calibration procedure

Recalibration of the tip pick up location

Rerun sample or rerun plate
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